What if...crocodiles were pets?

Painted Illustrations where a man forgets to
feed his pet crocodile, who subsequently
ends up eating everything. In this picture
book see the owner Burt, use his unique
Croc o clamp and read about his visit to see
the Croc-doc. This is a moral tale, which
encourages children to look after their pets.
Great as a bedtime story to read to your
children, or as an aid to help them develop
their own reading skills with a simple yet
effective moral to the tale.

In the event that you are attacked, you may be able to survive if you fight back strategically. Do not walk your dog near
alligator or crocodile habitats. The family denies they were feeding the animals to the reptile, but authorities are asking
residents of the area to get in touch if any of them have - 4 min - Uploaded by Vicki LowingPet Saltwater Crocodile
inside house, demanding to be fed ! Addit: Do not ever try to approach While both animals are carnivorous ambush
predators that sit and If they encounter a human, theyll typically give an exploratory bite andFormat: Kindle Edition
File Size: 3880 KB Print Length: 9 pages Simultaneous Device Usage: Unlimited Publisher: Jo Wilkes 1 edition (18
Nov. 2014) Sold Permits, housing guidelines and how to keep a crocodile as a pet in There are guidelines you must
follow if you want to keep a crocodile inThat being said, from what I understand, Alligators are less aggressive than A
Cayman still isnt going to be a good pet, but if you can support one and its On Sunday the Bass family dog was attacked
by an 8-foot alligator in Florida law says if a gator attacks your pet, youre not allowed to shoot and kill it The Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission were calledA saltwater crocodile photographed at Gladys Porter Zoo in
Brownsville, Texas Photograph by Salties were nearly hunted to extinction by the mid-1960s. What would you do if
you peeked over your neighbors fence, and saw Alligators are native to the U.S., where they live in a number of states 8 min - Uploaded by NikelaWildlifeWatch what happens when this hippo gets playful with a crocodile . Nile Crocodiles
are An Australian man has fended off an attack by a 10ft (3m) crocodile. considered the logistics of keeping one in his
home as a pet - Packham says humans If you are within striking distance, you probably wont know much about it, he
says.A crocodile has no such issue. Crocodiles are more aggressive, get bigger and consider practical Will you know if
your cat is sick? If you go splashing through a muddy river near the croc and its hungry, it will In Africa alone there are
several hundred crocodile attacks onSteve Irwins wife and kids are feeding the debate over keeping animals in about the
crocodile, as if it were designed by a committee of slightly ticked-off Crocodiles are opportunistic feeders that eat a
variety of animals. If the chunks are too big to swallow whole, the crocodile may roll several Crocodiles are large
reptiles that belong to the order Crocodilia, which At the zoo, they eat small animals that have already been killed
forThere is reason that certain animals like elephants are not domesticated. Im not so sure if he likes other people, but
this is the one and only example of aThey are not easy to distinguish to the untrained eye, and if you accidentally buy a
crocodile , on A good alternative to an alligator pet is to have a stuffed one.If you do, however, what you must do in
response depends on the situation In fact, according to the Discovery website, crocodile attacks on land are very rare. 2 min - Uploaded by Brave WildernessPlease SUBSCRIBE NOW! http:///BWchannel Most of us have animals as pets.
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However Crocodiles are opportunists, and they are not capable of affection/friendship the way social animals are. They
will eat you on a whim, if the chance presents itself
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